
 
TONic 

GIN TONIC 

Enjoy our gin straight up 35ml or with our recomentation - add the tonic & garnish! 
Fever Tree Premium/light £2.00 
Fever Tree  Mediterranean & Fever Tree Elderflower £2.00 

 
NON-ALCOHOLIC DISTILLED SPIRIT         
SEEDLIP £3.80 
Wow a gin with no gin for drivers and non-drinkers – A distilled non-alcoholic spirit 
which has been copper pot distilled and is bursting with flavour, wood, spices & 
highly citrus – a fab alternative for non-drinkers! 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Elderflower & Lime 

 
GINS 35ml 
 
LARIOS £3.00 
A stunning Spanish gin heavy on the citrus fruits 
Recommendation: Fever Tree, Juniper, Lime   
 
XORIGUER £3.75 
A great gin from Menorca, Xoriguer is one of the only gins in the world (along 
with good old Plymouth), to have a geographical indication. Bursting citrus flavour 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Mediteranean, Lime & Lavender 
 
HENDRICKS £4.95 
A very classic gin infused with Bulgarian rose & cucumber, Hendricks began its 
journey when the family were sat eating cucumber sandwiches. 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Premium & Cucumber 
 
GIN SEA £5.95 
A Spanish sommelier wanted to produce a gin that really represented Spain, 
specifically Galicia. Gin Sea is five times distilled and uses an old Herve & Moulin 
pot which has been used since 1890. Sweet citrus flavours, earthy, lime, lemon, mint 
& black pepper with a hint of lavender. 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Mediteranean, Mint, Lime & Juniper 
 
COTSWOLD £5.85 
A fantastic local gin, very smooth, the floral juniper blends well with the Cotswold 
lavender, vibrant grapefruit peels & warming cardamom on the nose, very refreshing 
& clean on the palate. 
Recommendation: Premium Fever Tree, Lime & Bay Leaf 

  1831 £5.75 
Fantastic new & exciting Spanish gin is produced with mineral water from the Nevrion 
River, Juniper, aromatic herbs & spices, fresh flavour with dominant juniper notes with 
a sweet mild long aftertaste and herbal notes. 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Mediterranean, Juniper & lashings of lime 
 
GERANIUM £5.95 
The flower from Spain; it was conceived from the smell of the flower which reminded 
the distiller of the aroma of gin and tonic and along came Geranium; with its fresh 
clean juniper led flavour with strong citrus and aromatic tea-like floral notes adding to 
its considerable complexity. It’s full of bold flavours and is a must try! 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Med, Lemon peel & Juniper & Coriander 
 
GIN MARE £5.65 
Mediterranean gin with cooking herbs & olives 
Recommendation: Mediterranean Fever Tree, Rosemary & an Olive 

 
ALKEMIST GIN ‘Made by the light of the Moon’ £6.15 
‘Made by the light of the moon’ such a unique Spanish gin for two reasons, its 
particular personality comes from the moons influence, it is only distilled under full 
moon which holds an intimate relation with the mystery around its formula the other 
being it uses muscat grape in its making giving it its unique flavour along with 21 
other botanicals, its fresh with a zesty orange scent. 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Mediterranean, Orange peel & Rosemary 
 
MALFY £5.85 
Vibrant citrus gin from the Italian coast, with 5 botanicals, heavy on the lemon with a 
strong zesty aroma. Did you know it was the Italians that invented gin in the 11th 
century by monks on the Salerno Coast, they added ginepro (juniper) and other 
botanicals to the alcohol – and gin was born! 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Mediterranean, Lemon Peel, Juniper 
 
MERMAID GIN £6.25 
A fantastic gin from the Isle Of Wight; an infusion of botanicals: rock samphire 
from the Island’s chalk cliffs, Boadicea hops, coriander seeds, juniper, fresh lemon 
zest, Angelica root, liquorice root, orris root, elderflower and grains of Paradise. It is 
bottled on the Island to create a refreshing, smooth, slightly sweet-peppery gin, with 
hints of citrus. 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Elderflower, cucumber, lime & juniper  



 
GIN SHARISH £5.90 
Wow one for the ladies - a colour changing gin from Alentejo region in Portugal, 
from an intense blue to pink when tonic is added, fabulous fresh flavours all from the 
region, juniper, coriander, lemon peel, ginger, raspberry and many more. 
Recommendation: Mediterranean Fever Tree, Lemon Twist & Raspberry 

 
NORDES £5.95 
Yey back in stock the old favourite – outstanding gin created with the base of the 
distillate of grapes traditionally grown in Galicia.With 12 unique botanicals that 
bring all its character, from every corner of Galicia, including sage, mint, some of 
the Galicia exile, cardamom, quinine, ginger, hibiscus & tea, they are all selected 
for their purity & aromas.  
Recommendation: Mediterranean Fever Tree, mint, lime & juniper 

 
PINK GRAPEFRUIT           £5.95 
I love it – floral & zesty then a wave of tartness hits your tongue followed by the 
juicy kick of grapefruit  peel and robust juniper, one of my new favourites so 
refreshing and great with spicy tapas  
Recommendation: Premium Fever Tree, Pink Grapefruit & Juniper 
 
SEVILLE ORANGE £5.95 
Wow Sevillian Orange bursting through the gin along with the juniper and earthy 
roots, a palate tingling gin which is incredibly refreshing thanks to the big citrus 
top notes. 
Recommendation: Premium Fever Tree, Wedge of Orange & Juniper 
 
G-VINE £5.85 
Fantastic French gin unusually infused wth white grape,- alongside botanicals 
such as lime, nutmeg, ginger, juniper – Floral crisp gin with a pleasant sweetness  
Recommendation: Premium Fever Tree, Frozen grape, Lemon Peel  
 
PUERTO DE INDIAS STRAWBERRY £5.50 
Soft delicate made with mouth watering strawberries from Huelva in Spain, pink 
in colour with sweet citrus 
Recommendation: Premium Fever Tree, Strawberry & Juniper 

 
PINK PEPPER £6.15 
Great gin from France, made with hand-picked peppercorns and other botanicals 
including honey, vanilla and cardamom – unusual peppery aromas waft up with 
herbal notes, spicy but with a long lasting sweet pepper & honey taste 
Recommendation: Meditteranean Fever Tree, Pink Pepper Corns & Grapefruit 

 
 

 
ZYMURGORIUM SWEET VIOLET £6.10 
Wow made with sweet violets and tastes just like the parma violet sweets when 
you were young, Zymurgoriums founder has a real love of all things natural, many 
of the ingredients he foraged himself, he created this sweet gin bursting with 
natural sugary flaours.  
Recommendation: Premium Fever Tree, Crushed Parma Violets  
 
Woodsbrothers gin £6.15 
An amazing local gin produced down the road at Ed & Charlie’s farm in Black 
Boughton. All ingredients are grown on their farm locally, using English winter 
wheat, farm-grown herbs and traditional botanicals, spicy and fresh tasting gin!  
Recommendation: Premium Fever Tree, Orange & Rosemary  
 

CABRABOC       £8.95 
My ultimate gin made in Soller, a small town in Majorca one of my favourite places to 
be other than here! We have recently met the distillers and are hoping to bring all of 
their products to La Bobina including an incredible vermouth. It is incredible, bursting 
with flavour from the oranges in Soller to the herbs in the mountains. It is a must try 
but not too many as it is extremely hard to get hold of unless I have another trip there! 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Premium, Orange Peel & Passionate Fruit 
 
GIN 5th -  Great range from Barcelona 
WATER £5.85 
Bright turquoise in colour, with strong herbal & Spicy bursts of falvour with floral notes  
Recommendation: Fever Tree Mediterranean, Juniper, Cardamom & Lime 
 
FIRE £5.85 
Bright pink in colour, fruity, floral and fresh with a slight acidity  
Recommendation: Fever Tree Mediterranean, Juniper, Raspberry 
 
EARTH £5.85 
Tinted yellow in colour & citric aroma this gin is refreshing lemon & grapefruit 
infused– great thirst quencher gin so fresh! 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Elderflower, Grapefruit, Lemon peel 
 
AIR £5.85 
Dry deep gin with strong aromas of juniper and spice – straight up gin! 
Recommendation: Fever Tree Mediterranean, Juniper, Blueberry 
 
 
 
 



LARIOS     £3.00 
FT PREM – LIME – JUNIPER 
 
XORIGUER    £3.75 
MED – LIME LAVENDER 
 
HENDRICKS   £4.95 
FT PREM – CUCUMBER 
 
GIN SEA    £5.85 
FT MED – MINT – LIME – JUNIPER 
 
COTSWOLDS   £5.85 
FT PREM – LIME – BAY LEAF 
 
1831     £5.65 
FT MED – JUNIPER – 2 LIME 
 
GERANIUM    £5.95 
FT MED – LEMON – JUNIPER – CARDAMOM 
 
IMAGIC    £6.55 
FT PREM – LIME – PURPLE FLOWER 
 
ALKEMIST    £6.15 
FT MED – ORANGE PEEL – ROSEMARY 
 
MALFY    £5.85 
FT MED – LEMON PEEL – JUNIPER 
 
MERMAID    £5.95 
FT ELDERFLOWER – CUCUMBER – LIME – JUNIPER 
 
SHARISH    £5.90 
FT MED – LEMON TIWST – RASPBERRY 
 
NORDES    £5.95 
FT MED – MINT – LIME - JUNIPER 
 
 
 

 
PINK GRAPEFRUIT    £5.95 
FT PREM – PINK GRAPEFRUIT – JUNIPER 
 
SEVILLE ORANGE    £5.95 
FT PREM  - WEDGE OF ORANGE – JUNIPER 
 
G-VINE     £5.85 
FT PREM – FROZEN GRAPE – LEMON PEEL 
 
PUERTO STRAWBERRY   £5.50 
FT PREM – STRAWBERRY – JUNIPER 
 
SWEET VIOLET    £6.10 
FT PREM – CRUSHED PARMA SWEETS RIM GLASS 
 
DAFFYS     £6.10 
FT PREM – LIME – MINT – ICE LOADS 
 
TWO BIRDS OLD TOM   £5.95 
FT PREM – TWIST LEMON – JUNIPER 
 
CABRABOC   £8.95 
FT PREM – PASSION FRUIT – ORANGE PEEL 
 
5TH      £5.85 
Water 
Ft med – juniper – raspberry 
 
Fire 
Ft med – juniper – strawberry 
 
Earth 
Ft elderflower – grapefruit – lemon peel 
 
Air 
Ft med – juniper – blueberry 
 
 
 

 
 


